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ll has taken steps to prevent this. they do this by changing the viewer channel when someone logs in
to prevent copybotting. copybots are also taking action to prevent this. i don't think ll will stop them,
and i don't think ll have the time to take action against every one of them as there are so many
copybotters to begin with, i can't imagine how they can even keep up. ll is working at fixing
copybotting. the copybots can be interupted by activating a dummy user account. they can also be
identified by the ip address they use to login into the viewer. they can be monitored more easily by
being able to see when a copybotter hides an account. ll is aware of this, see the blog i linked to
above. you need a dmca to file if you want ll to do anything. i can understand why, why would they
take action. i can't speak for ll, but i can tell you that from the majority of the people i know who are
sl viewers - if i saw an item they knew was stolen by a copy-botter i could find it and purchase it -
and i hope that you can, too. ll claims they go after copy-botters. but i can't tell you how often i
come across large quantities of really rare items on the copy-botters by using my software. once
they have been taken from other people by a copy-botter they are re-sold by the copy-botter to help
support his / her hobby. i don't want to hurt the make-make artist, but to me they are nothing but a
hobbyist, like i'm a hobbyist baker. they don't care about the harm or irritation they create for me,
the collector, just as i don't care for the harm caused by a hobbyist baker. the only way that i can
stop them is to find the real make-make artist and take down their account. i have a spreadsheet of
all the items that i have found on the copy-botters. i will keep updating it as i find more..
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a short time ago i saw a post on the forum about some recent changes to second life that really
bothered me. so i took this time to post a bit about it. i want to focus this post on the signature and

avatar limitations that they added in december of 2011, that largely changed how some designs can
be shared and used by creators in a profitable manner, and how the copybotting is being used to
gain access to items the creators never intended for the public at large. i will also mention some

issues with what i consider to be a complete disregard for community and truth. i first want to point
out how much i love second life. i have spent many hours logged on and enjoying the ability to

interact with people from all over the world and do what i want to do in a virtual world. i really have
enjoyed the amount of time i have spent in sl. however i have also been a witness to the signs of a

platform that is in flux. when the forums were shut down, the creator tools were temporarily brought
up. the creators posted in the forums to request they be closed and to request other ways to share

their items and creations. the creator tools were taken down and linden labs has pretty much
ignored the creators requests to put the tools back in place. linden labs has not explained why it will
not bring the tools back in place and has even ignored the creator communities for an internal tool

that only appeals to them. the best that is available to us is that linden labs has provided us a link to
this update for more information on the current issues that have arisen over the past 2 years.
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